Selecting a pontiff
The election of a pope is a centuries-old process that was updated in 1996 by Pope John Paul II. The church’s highest-ranking clerics, the cardinals, meet to vote in what is called a
conclave. Selection by conclave dates to 1271, and was instituted as the result of the longest papal vacancy in history — two years and nine months.
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Immediate steps: Cardinals initiate plans
for the funeral and then the conclave to
determine the pope’s successor.

Mourning period: Funeral rites are said for
each of nine consecutive days after the
funeral; they may provide hints about the state
of the church and its needs.

Voting starts: The conclave must begin no
fewer than 15 and no more than 20 days after
the pope’s death.

Cardinals’ lodging

Morning of prayer

Conclave begins

In a change from tradition,
cardinals will not be locked in the
Sistine Chapel for the duration of
the conclave. They will spend the
nights at the House of St. Martha.

The cardinals assemble on the conclave’s
first day for a Mass that is closely watched
for clues to their thinking.

As a group, the cardinals swear an oath of secrecy. Each then
places his hands on the Gospels and adds a personal promise.
Secrecy: The room is cleared of nonparticipants and entrances
are sealed.
Voting: May begin right away. If the number of eligible
cardinals voting is divisible by three, a two-thirds majority plus
one vote is required.

Facility: Five-story, 131-room
residence hall with 108 suites and
23 single rooms; room
assignments are by lot.

St. Peter’s
Basilica

Secrecy: Cardinals probably will
be bused to and from the chapel
to limit exposure to outside
influences. They may not
communicate with anyone not
involved in the election or be
exposed to mass media.
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Detailed

Communicating vote results
After each vote, ballots are burned in a stove. Black
smoke from the chimney alerts the world that there is
no pope. White smoke is the signal that a new pope has
been chosen.
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Who can be pope?
In theory, any Catholic man in good standing may be
elected — he need not be a cardinal or other member of
the clergy. But the last non-cardinal to ascend to the papacy
was Urban VI, in 1379.
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The electorate

Europe 58

Almost all of the 117 cardinals
eligible to vote in this conclave
were appointed by Pope John
Paul II. About half are from
European nations.

Latin America 21

Cardinals, by region of origin

Asia 11

North America 14

Sistine Chapel

Africa 11

The conclave site was built between
1475 and 1483. It is best known for its
ceiling, painted by Michelangelo. The
chapel’s dimensions are the same as
those of the Temple of Solomon, as
given in the Old Testament. During
important ceremonies, the walls are
covered with tapestries by Raphael.

U.S. 11

Oceania 2

*William Baum (U.S.), Jaime Sin (Philippines)
and Joseph Ratzinger (Germany)

Appointed by Pope Paul VI*

Voting process
In the Sistine Chapel, each cardinal has a desk and leather chair and is given two or three ballots:
1 Disguising his handwriting,
each cardinal writes his
choice on the ballot and folds
it twice.
2 Each holds his ballot so it can
be seen and walks to the altar.
3 The ballot is placed on a

golden plate, then slid into a
ballot chalice. The cardinal bows
and returns to his seat.

4 Ballots are counted at a table in
front of the altar. Names are read
aloud. A needle and thread are
used to join the ballots, and they
are placed aside. Votes are totaled.
5 Ballots are burned in stove after
each vote, with black smoke indicating
no decision and white smoke
signifying a new pope.
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If no one receives two-thirds plus
one, voting is repeated twice each
morning and afternoon for two days.
After a one-day pause, voting
resumes for seven ballots, a cycle that
may be repeated twice. The cardinals
then may decide either to choose a
pope by a simple majority vote or to
narrow the choice to the two top names
from the previous ballot.
Voting continues until election. Since
1846, no conclave has lasted more than
four days.

The new pope

Quick votes

Within hours of his election, the new pope:

Voting in the last five conclaves:

Chooses the name by which he will be known.
Goes to a small red room near the chapel. He dresses in the papal
vestments, white skull cap and soutane, which have been prepared in
various sizes.
Proceeds to the main balcony of the Vatican, where the senior
cardinal deacon declares, “Habemus papam!” (We have a pope).
Pope delivers his first papal blessing.
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